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The aim of this thesis is to understand the results of Bjorn, Bjorn, Gill and Shanmu-
galingam [BBGS], who give an analogue of the famous Trace Theorem for Sobolev spaces
on the innite K-ary tree and its boundary. In order to do so, we investigate the properties
of a tree as a metric measure space, namely the doubling condition and Poincare inequality,
and study the boundary in terms of geodesic rays as well as random walks. We review the
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Analysis has evolved a lot throughout history. In 1902, Lebesgue presented a new theory of
integration which was much more general than the one invented by Newton and Leibniz in
the 17th and later developed by Riemann in the 19th century (we refer to [HW] for a nice
exposition on the development of analysis throughout history). This theory, which is known
as measure theory, is used in almost all elds of mathematics, particularly in probability
theory and dynamical systems. Many of the classical results using measure theory are
usually obtained on Rn or its subsets but it is interesting to further generalize these results
to any metric measure space (X; d; ) where (X; d) is a separable metric space equipped with
a measure .
When dealing with these somewhat abstract spaces, it is nice to have some practical
examples at hand for which generalizations of results on Rn to results on metric measure
spaces can apply. Trees, which are widely used in mathematics (to name some examples :
Galton-Watson trees in probability or decision trees in computer science) are a nice example
of metric measure spaces for which we can obtain analogues to some classical theorems and
inequalities on Rn.
We are particularity interested in the theory of Sobolev spaces which are dened in Rn as
functions in Lp, 1  p <1 whose derivatives belong to Lp. These derivatives are dened in
the weak sense. Sobolev spaces play an important role in analysis, especially when working
with partial dierential equations and their boundary value problems, see [Bre]. This theory
was originally developed by Sobolev for domains in Rn and can be extended to metric measure
spaces.
When studying functions in Sobolev spaces, a natural question is to ask how they can
be characterized in terms of behavior at the boundary. For this we need the notion of trace,
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which was rst invented by Dedekind. For a nice historical exposition on this topic, we refer
to [Pie].
When speaking about trace, we refer to boundary values, and the trace theorem, which
gives a bounded linear operator from functions on a domain 
 to functions on the boundary
@
 gives a better description on boundary values of functions. On Rn, if we have a domain

 and a continuous function u : 
 ! R, then we naturally have boundary values. But,
when u 2 Lp(
), there is no sucient information to talk about u on @
 since the Lebesgue
measure of @
 is 0. However, this is solved when u 2 W 1;p(
).
The famous Trace Theorem on Sobolev spaces is a way to dene boundary values even
when functions are not continuous. This theorem was rst developed by Gagliardo and
Uspenskii (see [Mir], [MR]) and states that the trace of a function u 2 W 1;p(
) belongs to
Lp(@
). In addition, we can say that in fact, the trace of u 2 W 1;p(
) is in a better space
than Lp(@
) which is the Besov space B
1 (1=p)
p;p (@
), also called fractional Sobolev space
which corresponds to some intermediate space between Lp(@
) and W 1;p(
).
We nd a similar result to the one of continuous functions on Rn for the treeX. If f : X !
R is a Lipschitz function, we have Trf = lim[0;)3x! f(x) and so we naturally have boundary
values. For the more general case: in [BBGS], Bjorn, Bjorn, Gill and Shanmugalingam give
an analogue to the above mentioned Trace Theorem (as well as the doubling condition and
Poincare inequality) on the innite K-ary tree and its boundary.
The goal of this thesis is to understand the Trace result in [BBGS]. With regards to orig-
inality, we have corrected some inconsistencies and lled in many missing details throughout
this thesis which were not included in the original work [BBGS]. We also provide a full
background on all concepts that arise in the understanding of the aforementioned results
and have added some general notions on metric measure spaces, trees, boundaries as well as
some probabilistic notions and a study of the forward simple random walk on the tree. In
addition, we have provided some useful examples and computations.
This thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 1, we recall some basic notions on metric
measure spaces and dene Sobolev spaces on Rn and on metric measure spaces. We present
dierent versions of the Poincare inequality and dene Besov spaces and the Trace Theorem.
Chapter 2 is devoted to the study of the tree as a metric measure space equipped with the
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doubling condition and Poincare inequality which are important notions in the theory of
metric measure spaces. Chapter 3 consists in a general exposition on the notion of boundary
of a tree, some boundary properties as well as a study of the dierent ways to get to the
measure on the boundary. We include a section on random walks and the Martin boundary.
Finally, we conclude with chapter 4, which brings a detailed proof of the Trace Theorem of
[BBGS] on the innite K-ary tree.
3
Chapter 1
Sobolev Spaces and Poincare
inequalities
1.1 Metric measure spaces
We recall briey some metric measure space denitions and introduce some useful notations.
The main references for this section are [AF], [Hei], [HKST].
A metric measure space is dened by a triplet (X; d; ) (which we will denote simply
by X later on) where (X; d) is a separable metric space and  is a non trivial, locally nite
Borel-regular measure on X. By locally nite, we mean that 8x 2 X; 9 r > 0 such that
(B(x; r)) <1; where B(x; r) denotes a ball in X. We dene
B(x; r) = fy 2 X : d(x; y) < rg
where x 2 X is called a center of the ball and r its radius, 0 < r < 1. When x; r
are understood, we will use B instead of B(x; r). We write B to denote the dilated ball
B(x; r), for  > 0.
Denition 1.1 (Doubling measure). A measure  on X is said to be a doubling measure if
balls have nite and positive measure and if there exists a constant C  1 such that
(2B)  C (B)
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for all balls B 2 X: This implies that 8  1; 9 C; such that (B)  C; (B). We call
a metric measure space (X; d; ) doubling if  is a doubling measure.
A Borel measure  on (X; d) is said to be Q-regular if there exists a constant C > 0 and
a radius r0 > 0 such that C
 1rQ  (B(x; r))  CrQ for every B  X with 0 < r < r0.
Furthermore,  is said to be Ahlfors Q-regular if the above holds for every B  X with
0 < r < 2diam(X). A measure  is Ahlfors regular if it is Ahlfors Q-regular for some Q > 0.
1.2 Sobolev spaces
In order to have a better understanding of the denition of Sobolev spaces on a metric
measure spaces, we start by dening them on Rn. In order to do that, we rst need to dene
distributions and weak partial derivatives. We refer to [AF], [Ev], [HK], [HK1], [Ha], [Hal]
[Hei], [HKST], [Sha] for the denitions and theorems in this section.
1.2.1 Distributions and weak derivatives
A test function space is a vector space D on Rn given by a set of functions with a notion of
convergence of functions. For 
  Rn, an open set and f : 
! C, we dene the support of
f by
supp f := fx 2 
; f(x) 6= 0g;
and we denote by D(
) the set of C1 functions with compact support in 
, sometimes
denoted C1c (
;C), with the following notion of convergence: (n)n1 2 D !  2 D if there
exists a compact K 2 
 such that supp   K; supp n  K; 8n 2 N and Dn ! D








 = (1; :::; n); i 2 Z+, is a multi-index and jj = 1 + :::+ n.
Denition 1.2 (Distribution). We denote by D0 the dual space of D, that is, the continuous
linear functionals on D. A distribution is an element of D0.
For u 2 L1loc(
), the linear functional associated with u is dened by




u 8 2 D(
):
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Denition 1.3 (Weak derivatives). Suppose u; v 2 L1loc(
), and  is a multi-index. We say








vdx;  2 D(
):
In other words, if we are given u and there is a function v which satises the above for all
, we say that Du = v in the weak sense. If such a function does not exist, then u doesn't
have a weak th partial derivative. This weak derivative if it exists is uniquely dened up to
a set of measure zero.
1.2.2 Sobolev spaces on Rn
We dene function spaces whose members have weak derivatives of various orders lying in
various Lp spaces, which are called Sobolev spaces.
Denition 1.4 (Sobolev space Wm;p). Let 
  Rn be open , 1  p  1, and m 2 N. The
Sobolev space Wm;p(
) consists of all locally integrable functions u 2 L1loc(
) such that, for
all multi-index  with jj  m;Du exists in the weak sense and belongs to Lp(
). That is
Wm;p(
) = fu 2 L1loc(
) such that Du 2 Lp for jj  mg:
The Sobolev norm on Wm;p(















Equipped with this norm, the Sobolev space is a Banach space 8 1  p  1; m 2 N.
We now state some important inequalities known as the Sobolev embedding theorem
which have a great importance in Sobolev space theory.
In the following, we will restrict ourselves to m = 1. We will use the notation ru to




) and jruj for its Euclidean norm. An equivalent norm on
W 1;p is dened by
kuk1;p(
) = kukp + krukp:
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Theorem 1.5 (Sobolev embedding theorem for W 1;p). For a function u 2 W 1;p(Rn), there
exist constants depending only on n and p such that we have:
1.
kukp  Cn;pkrukp (1.1)
when 1  p < n and p = np
n p is called the Sobolev conjugate of p. This shows that
W 1;p is continuously embedded into Lp. This inequality is also called the Gagliardo-
Nirenberg-Sobolev inequality.
2. If p > n, then u has a continuous representative which satises
ju(x)  u(y)j  Cn;pjx  yj1 n=pkrukp 8x; y 2 Rn:
This says that W 1;p; p > n is continuously embedded into C0;1 n=p, the space of Holder
continuous functions of order 1   n=p in Rn. This inequality is also called Morrey's
inequality.










when u is compactly supported in an open set 
, and j
j is the Lebesgue measure of 
.
This inequality is also called Trudinger's inequality.
If u is dened only on a bounded subset 
, the Sobolev inequality (1.1) cannot hold.
In fact, if for example u is a constant, then krukp = 0 but kukp 6= 0. A version of (1.1)
can hold if we assume that u vanishes on the boundary. Alternatively, we can replace u by
ju  u
j where u
 is the mean value of u on 
. For 
 = B, a ball, we obtain the following
Sobolev-Poincare inequality:
Theorem 1.6 (Sobolev-Poincare inequality for a ball). For every C1 function u in a ball










This inequality extends to all u 2 W 1;p(B).
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A corollary of this version of the Sobolev-Poincare inequality is the Poincare inequality
for a ball.
Theorem 1.7 (Poincare inequality for B  Rn). Let 1  p <1 and let B  Rn. Then there
exists a constant C depending only on n and p such that for every function u 2 W 1;p(B), we
have that






u(y)dy is the average value of u over the ball B.
Finally, for a general domain, we have:
Theorem 1.8 (Poincare inequality for 
  Rn). Let 1  p < 1 and let 
 be a bounded,
connected, open subset of Rn with C1 boundary @
.
Then there exists a constant C depending only on 
, n and p such that for every function
u 2 W 1;p(













u(y)dy is the average value of u over 
.
To motivate the denition of Sobolev spaces on metric measure spaces, we will give a
proof of the Poincare inequality on a ball. We follow similar lines to [Hei], page 28.
We x a unit vector ! 2 @B(0; 1)  Rn and let u be a C1 function in the ball B = B(x; r).
















jru(x+ t!)jdt where s = jx  yj and ! = y   xjy   xj :
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In (1.2), we used the change of variables z = x+ t!; jx  zj = t; dz = dtn 1 dt.
Now we have that



















where inequality (1.3) is called a potential estimate.
From (1.2) in the proof above, we can also see that






which by an estimate of Hedberg, see [Hal] gives:
ju(x)  uBj  C(diamB)M(jrujB)(x): (1.5)
















Integrating (1.5) over the pth power on B gives
ˆ
B












which completes the proof of the Poincare inequality.
Given x; y 2 Rn, let B be a ball containing x; y with diamB  jx  yj. Using (1.5), one
can write (see [Hal]):
ju(x)  u(y)j  ju(x)  uBj+ juB   u(y)j
 C(diamB)(M jruj(x) +M jruj(y))
 Cjx  yj(M jruj(x) +M jruj(y)):
Letting g = CM jruj, if u 2 W 1;p(Rn); 1 < p < 1, then g 2 Lp(B) by the boundedness
of the maximal function. Thus for some g 2 Lp, we have
ju(x)  u(y)j  jx  yj(g(x) + g(y)): (1.7)
1.2.3 Sobolev spaces on metric measure spaces
Motivated by (1.7), in the context of Rn, Haj lasz ([Ha], [Hal]) denes Sobolev spaces in the
setting of an arbitrary metric space equipped with the Borel measure.
Denition 1.9 (Haj lasz-Sobolev spaces, M1;p). Let (X; d; ) be a metric measure space.
For 1 < p <1, M1;p(X) is the set of functions u 2 Lp(X) such that there exists g 2 Lp(X)
where (1.7) holds for a.e. x; y 2 X.
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M1;p(X) is a linear space and we equip it with the norm kuk1;p = kukp + inf kgkp where
the inmum is taken over all g satisfying inequality (1.7).
Members of M1;p(X) are equivalence classes of Lp functions and hence dened only
almost everywhere. One can show that M1;p(X) = W 1;p(X) if 1 < p < 1 and X is a
smooth, bounded domain in Rn but in general, M1;p(X)  W 1;p(X) if X  Rn.
M1;p(X) is a Banach space for all 1  p <1.
We dene Sobolev spaces on metric measure spaces based on the notion of the upper
gradient called the Newtonian space N1;p, originally dened by Shanmugalingam in [Sha].
In order to dene N1;p we will start by stating some useful denitions A curve  in a
metric space X is dened by a continuous mapping  : [a; b] ! X. The image of the curve





d((ti); (ti+1)); t1 < t2 < ::: < tn 1with t1; t2; :::; tn 1 2 [a; b]; t0 = a; tn = b
)
A curve is said to be rectiable if its length is nite. To each rectiable curve , we associate
a length mapping dened by s : [a; b] ! [0; l()] given by s(t) = l(j[a;t]). This length
function is nondecreasing and continuous and so is dierentiable almost everywhere. We
dene j0(t)j := s0(t). If  : [a; b] ! X is a rectiable curve, then there is a unique curve
~ : [0; l()]! X such that
 = ~  s:
Moreover, l(~j0;t) = t for every t 2 [0; l()] that is j~0j = 1 with our previous notation. ~ is
called the arc-length parametrization of . When  is a rectiable curve and  : ([a; b]) !













for every rectiable curve  : [a; b] ! X. An upper gradient g is said to be minimal if it is
integrable and if g   almost everywhere in X whenever  is an upper gradient of u. We
denote the minimal upper gradient of g by gu.
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Denition 1.11 (The Newtonian space N1;p). Let 1  p <1. The Newtonian space N1;p
is dened as collection of all Lp integrable Borel functions on X that have an upper gradient
in Lp. Alternatively, it is the collection of functions for which the following norm is nite.
kukN1;p = kukLp + inf
g
kgkLp
where the inmum is taken over all upper gradients of u. Note that the elements in N1;p are
equivalence classes of functions that are identied if ku  vkN1;p = 0.
Following a result in [Hal], we have replaced weak upper gradient by upper gradient in
the above denition.
1.2.4 Poincare inequality on metric measure spaces
Let X = (X; d; ) be a metric measure space. We dene Poincare inequalities for real valued
and vector valued functions.
Denition 1.12. Let 1  p < 1. We say that a metric measure space X supports a
p-Poincare inequality if there exists constants Cn, depending only on n and   1 such that
for any Borel measurable function u : X ! R that is integrable on balls, with upper gradient
g : X ! [0;1], the following inequality
 
B










ud stands for the mean value of u over the ball B. Following from
Holders inequality, we see that if a space supports a p-Poincare inequality for some p  1,
then it supports a q-Poincare inequality for all 1  p < q. When u is a smooth function in
B  Rn, we have the following inequality
 
B




Note that (1.10) is Theorem 1.7 when p = 1. The Poincare inequality (1.9) has 2 dierences
with the Poincare inequality (1.10) which makes it a weaker inequality than (1.10): the
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right hand side is the averaged Lp integral instead of the averaged L1 integral and also the
integration on the right hand side is over a larger ball than the integration on the left hand
side. When the metric measure space is doubling, we can characterize inequality (1.9) in
terms of pointwise inequalities between functions and their upper gradients as we will see in
the following theorem.
Theorem 1.13. Let X be a doubling metric measure space and let 1  p < 1. Let u :
X ! V be integrable on balls and let g : X ! [0;1] be measurable. Then the following three
conditions are equivalent.
1. There exist constants C > 0 and   1 such that
 
B





for every open ball B in X.
2. There exist constants C > 0 and   1 such that
ju(x)  uBj  Cdiam(B)(Mdiam(B)gp(x))1=p
for every open ball B in X and for almost every x 2 B.
3. There exist constants C > 0 and   1 and A  X with (A) = 0 such that
ju(x)  u(y)j  Cd(x; y)(Md(x;y)gp(x) +Md(x;y)gp(y))1=p
for every x; y 2 XnA.
The constants C and  are not necessarily the same in the 3 conditions above but they depend
only on each other and on the doubling constant of .
Theorem 1.14. Let X be a metric measure space with nite measure. Let p  1. For all
functions u 2M1;p(X) such that g  0 satises inequality (1.7), we have that
ˆ
X




A proof of the above theorem is analogous to the proof of the Poincare inequality given
previously.
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1.2.5 From Poincare to Sobolev-Poincare inequalities.
In [HK], Haj lasz and Koskela prove that a weak-Poincare inequality (1.9) implies a Sobolev-
Poincare inequality. We will start by dening metric spaces satisfying a (;M)-chain condi-
tion and will state the Haj lasz-Koskela theorem.
Denition 1.15. Let ;M  1 and a > 1. We say that a bounded subset A of a metric
space X satises a (;M; a)-chain condition with respect to a ball B0 if 8x 2 A, there is a
sequence of balls fBi; i = 1; 2; ::g such that
1. Bi  A for i = 0; 1; 2; :::
2. Bi is centered at x for all i suciently large.
3. The radius ri of Bi satises M
 1a idiamA  ri Ma idiamA for all i  0.
4. Bi \Bi+1 contains a ball B0i such that Bi [ Bi+1 MBi0 for all i  0.
Theorem 1.16 (Haj lasz-Koskela theorem). Let X be a doubling space, B a ball in X and





some s > 1. If u and g are 2 locally integrable functions on A with g non negative satisfying
(1.9) for some 1  p < s, C  1 for all B  X for which B  A, then for all q < ps=(s p),
there exists a constant C 0 depending only on q; p; s; ;M; a; C and on the doubling measure










1.3 Besov spaces and the Trace Theorem
The trace theorem attempts to assign values on the boundary of 
  Rn to a function u
on 
. When u 2 Lp(
), there is no sucient information to talk about u on @
 since the
Lebesgue measure of @
 is 0. However, this is solved when u 2 Wm;p(
). Thus, in the
Sobolev space Wm;p(
), the notion of trace or restriction to the boundary can be dened on
@
 even for functions which are not continuous on 
 as we will see in the following theorem.
Our main references for this section are [AF], [Ev].
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Theorem 1.17 (Classical Trace theorem, [Ev]). Assume 
 is bounded and @
 is smooth.
Then there exists a bounded linear operator
Tr : W 1;p(
)! Lp(@
)
such that for all u 2 W 1;p,
jjTr(u)jjLp(@
) . jjujjW 1;p(
):
Furthermore, for u 2 W 1;p(
) \ C(
), we have that
Tr(u) = uj@
:
T r(u) is called the trace of u on @
.
When looking at the classical trace theorem, we can say that in fact, the trace of a
u 2 Wm;p is in a \better" space then Lp which is an intermediate space between Lp(
) and
Wm;p(
). These are the Besov spaces Bsp;q which correspond to derivatives of fractional order.
Besov spaces can be dened in many dierent ways, for example using Fourier transforms
or via interpolation. For more information, we refer to [AF]. We will dene Besov spaces on
Rn using the Lp-modulus of continuity which measures the smoothness of functions.
Denition 1.18 (Modulus of continuity, [AF]). Let 
  Rn be open and u, a function
in Lp(
); 0 < p  1. Let h be a point in Rn, let I denote the identity operator, h the
translation operator dened by
h(u; x) := u(x+ h);
and mh ;m = 1; 2; :::; the dierence operators dened by

(m)
h (u) = (h   I)m:
The modulus of continuity of order m of u is then
!(m)p (u;h) := k(m)h kp:
When u 2 Lp(R+), we dene




A Besov space Bsp;q is a collection of functions u with common smoothness. The following
theorem gives an intrinsic characterization of Besov spaces on Rn.
Theorem 1.19. Let m > s > 0; 1 < p < 1; 1  q < 1. Let u 2 Lp(Rn). The following
conditions are equivalent.












Rn [jhj s!mp (u;h)]q dhjhjn <1.
When q =1, we replace the integrals in 1: and 2: by the supremum of the quantities inside
the brackets.
Now, we can state a more rened version of the trace theorem using Besov spaces.
Theorem 1.20 (Trace theorem on Rn). Let 1 < p <1 and let u be a measurable function
on Rn. The following conditions are equivalent :
1. There is a function U 2 Wm;p(Rn+1) such that u is the trace of U .
2. u 2 Bm (1=p)p;p (Rn).




In this chapter, we study the tree as a metric measure space equipped with the doubling mea-
sure and Poincare inequality. We will begin by reviewing some basics of graph theory and the
particular case of the tree. Our main references for this chapter are: [BBGS], [BH] [BHK],
[Ev1], [Pa]. Figures in Chapters 2 and 3 we produced using Latex, Mathematica and Geoge-
bra. The last case in gure 5 was taken from: https://www.philipvanegmond.nl/wiskunde/dim4-
e.htm
2.1 Graph theory
A graph G is a pair of sets (V;E) where V is the set of vertices and E  V  V is the set of
edges of the graph G. A graph is called directed if the edges between vertices have an implied
direction and is undirected otherwise. For G, an undirected graph and x; y 2 V , we consider
(x; y) and (y; x) to be the same edge. Two vertices x; y 2 V are adjacent or neighbors if there
is an edge joining them, i.e. (x; y) 2 E. We will also use the notation x  y The degree
of a vertex dG(x) is the number of its neighbors. In a directed graph, if (x; y) 2 E, we call
the vertex x, the origin or initial vertex and the vertex y, the terminal vertex. A loop is an
edge with only one end i.e. (x; x) 2 E for some x 2 V . A graph G is said to be simple if it
has no loops and no parallel edges (incident to the same vertices). A graph G is said to be
complete if it is simple and all vertices of G have strictly positive degree. If all the vertices
of a graph G are of same degree, say K, then G is said to be K-regular or just regular.
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A path connecting two vertices x; y 2 V in a graph G is a non-empty subgraph P =
(V 0; E 0) where V 0 = fx0; :::; xkg  V;E 0 = f(x0; x1); :::; (xk 1; xk)g  E with xi 6= xj when
i 6= j for all 0 < i; j  k. If we denote the path P from x to y by concatenation of vertices,
we can write P = x0x1:::xk where x = x0 and y = xk. The length of a path is the number
of edges it contains. The distance d(x; y) between two vertices x; y 2 V in a graph G is the
length of the shortest path from x to y if one exists; otherwise, d(x; y) = 1. The diameter
of a graph is the maximal distance between two vertices, diam(G) = maxx;y2G d(x; y) (could
be 1). A graph G is said to be connected if for any two distinct vertices x; y 2 V , there is
a path from x to y. A cycle is a non trivial closed path. In the following, we will restrict
ourselves to simple undirected, innite graphs with all vertices of nite degree.
2.2 Trees
We are now able to dene the setting of the tree. A tree T is an acyclic connected graph,
i.e. for any pair of vertices x; y 2 T , there is a unique path of distinct edges connecting x
to y. Since a path between two vertices x; y 2 T is unique, it is therefore the shortest path
between these vertices, which is called a geodesic and is denoted by [x; y].
It is often convenient to designate one vertex as the root of the tree. Such a tree is called a
rooted tree and each edge is implicitly directed away from the root, but we will still consider
it to be an undirected graph. We will denote the root of a tree T by 0T . The choice of a
root denes a natural hierarchy on the vertices of a rooted tree according to their distance
from the root.
Let T be a rooted tree. For x 2 T , let jxj be the distance from the root 0 to x, i.e. the
number of edges in the geodesic from 0 to x. It is also called the depth or level of x. The
height of a rooted tree is the length of the longest path from the root.
The parent z of x is the unique neighbor of x on the geodesic from the root 0T to x. All
other neighbors are called children. Each vertex has exactly one parent, except for the root.
Vertices having the same parent are called siblings. A vertex y is called a descendant of a
vertex x (and x is called an ancestor of y) if x is on the geodesic connecting the root to y.
We denote this by x  y. We write x < y if x  y and x 6= y.
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The length of the geodesic [x; y] is denoted by jx   yj. If x and y are descendants of
two dierent children of the root, then jx   yj = jxj + jyj. When y is a descendant of x,
jx  yj = jyj   jxj.
We will consider rooted trees such that each vertex other than the root is of degree 3 or
greater; the root will be of degree at least 2.
A K-ary tree, K  2 is a rooted tree in which every vertex has at most K children. From
here and on, we will follow the exposition in [BBGS] and restrict ourselves to regular K-ary
trees, for a xed K, i.e. rooted trees for which each vertex has exactly K children.
gure 1: tree and geodesic rays
2.3 The tree as a metric measure space
In order to dene a metric and a measure on the tree, we want to view it no longer as a
discrete tree. We consider each edge to be an isometric copy of the open unit interval and
the vertices to be the endpoints of this interval. In addition to the vertices, we allow points
to be taken along the edges of the tree. We will denote the tree, considered now as the set
of all these points, by X, also consistent with [BBGS]. More formally, this is consistent with
the notion of R-tree.
Denition 2.1. A metric measure space X is called an R-tree if it veries the following
properties: For all x; y 2 X, there exists a unique topological segment that joins them and
this topological segment is the image of a geodesic path r : [a; b] ! X. By topological
segment, we mean a subset of X that is the homeomorphic image of a closed interval of R.
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gure 2: tree as a metric measure space
We can now dene jzj when we are considering z to be some point along one of the edges
of the tree, whereas until now, we have dened the norm jxj to be the length of the geodesic
between the root and the vertex x, which is necessarily an integer. This gives us the canonical
metric of X , jx  yj with which diam(X) =1. In order to give the tree a nite diameter,






where [x; y] is the geodesic connecting x to y and djzj is the measure which gives each edge
Lebesgue measure 1. The metric d(x; y) is the conformal metric derived from the continuous
density e jzj by conformal deformation of the canonical metric of X, jx   yj. With this





, which is nite. We can extend the
denition of x  y from vertices to any points along the edges. Let
B(x; r) = fy 2 X : d(x; y) < rg
be an open ball in X with respect to d, and let
F (x; r) = fy 2 X : y  x; d(x; y) < rg
be the downward directed half ball.
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Lemma 2.2. For every x 2 X and r > 0, we have
F (x; r)  B(x; r)  F (z; 2r);
where z  x and
jzj = maxfjxj   1

log(1 + rejxj); 0g:
Proof. The rst inclusion F (x; r)  B(x; r) is clear and true for all r by the above denitions




r  (1  e jxj) , rejxj  ejxj   1
, 1 + rejxj  ejxj
, log(1 + rejxj)  jxj
, 1

log(1 + rejxj)  jxj
, jxj   1

log(1 + rejxj)  0;
which gives us jzj = jxj   1






















At the same time, if r  1 e jxj

, then jzj = 0 and so















Then for all r > 0 and for all y 2 B(x; r), the following inequalities are satised
d(y; z)  d(x; y) + d(x; z)  r + r < 2r:
If z = 0, all y satisfy z  y. Otherwise, we have z  x and d(x; z) = r, so we must have
z  y whenever d(x; y) < r.
2.4 The doubling condition on the tree
We dene a weighted measure on the tree by
d(x) = e jxjdjxj (2.1)
where  > logK is xed. Recall that djxj is the one-dimensional Lebesgue measure on X
which gives each edge measure 1. One of the nice properties of the measure (2.1) is its
doubling condition, which we will show. Note that if   logK, then (X) = 1 for the
regular K-ary tree and since X is bounded,  wouldn't be a doubling measure. This will
become evident in the proof of Lemma 2.3. We will give the sequence of Lemmas leading
to Corollary 2.9 showing that the measure on the tree is a doubling measure. Our starting
point will be an estimation of the measure of balls in X. For the sake of completeness, we
will reproduce some of the proofs in [BBGS], for which we have included some additional
explanations and points of interest when necessary.
Lemma 2.3. For z 2 X and 0 < r  e jzj

; (F (z; r)) ' e( )jzjr.
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e jzj(1  e ) = r
We look at each t such that
jzj  t  jzj+ :
When representing a point on the tree as a center of a ball of radius r, we include all points
which lie on the geodesic from the root to this point. Recall that the tree is K-ary, and
so the number of points y 2 F (z; r) satisfying jyj = t is approximately Kt jzj. Thus, when
estimating the measure of the downward directed half ball F (z; r), we will sum over all those
points. Since this sum isn't discreet, we will approximate it by an integral.
We get the following approximation:






























by the choice of . The right hand side of equality (2.2) shows that if z were the root, we
would get the measure of the downward ball that is et(logK )dt and as !1, we would get
the measure of whole tree. If   logK, this integral will blow up to innity so a necessary
condition is that  > logK. We will now use the fact that when  > 0 and t 2 [0; 1], we
have that
minf1; gt  1  (1  t)  maxf1; gt (2.3)
where we will take t = rejzj and  =  logK

. This gives us







From Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3, we get the following:
Corollary 2.4 ([BBGS]). If 0 < r  e jxj= then (B(x; r)) ' e( )jxjr.
Lemma 2.5. Let x 2 X and e jxj

 r  1

(1  e jxj). Then (B(x; r)) ' r  .
Proof. We use Lemma 2.2 and let r  1

(1  e jxj). This gives us that B(x; r)  F (z; r) 
F (z;1) = F (z; e jzj

) We now use Lemma 2.3 which gives
(F (z;1)) ' e( )jzj e
 jzj





 r implies that 1  rejxj and so 1 + rejxj  2rejxj. Now by using the
denition of jzj, we obtain that







We now insert the above into (2.4) which gives us the proof for the upper bound. For the




















We now use the function f(t) = ((1 + t)

   1)=t for t = rejxj which is monotone with
limt!1 f(t) = 1. Since rejxj  1, we obtain that f(rejxj)  minf1; f(t)g ' 1 which nally
gives us the desired approximation for the lower bound :
(B(x; r)) & e jxj(rejxj) ' r 
Lemma 2.6 ([BBGS]). Let x 2 X and d(x; 0) = (1   e jxj)=  r  2diamX then,
(B(x; r)) ' r: In particular, if x = 0, then this estimate holds for every r  0.
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Following from Corollary 2.4, Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6, we have the following proposition:
Proposition 2.7. Let x 2 X and 0 < r  2diam(X) and let R0 = e jxj=. We dierentiate
2 cases based on the value of jxj.
1. If jxj  (log 2)=, then (B(x; r)) ' r.
2. If jxj  (log 2)=, then (B(x; r)) '
8<: e( )jxjr if r  R0r  if r  R0
Corollary 2.8. The following dimension condition holds for all balls B(x; r) and B(x0; r0)








where s = maxf1; 

g is the best possible.
Proof. We rst study the case of x0 = x and r  2 diamX and will show the general case
later. We look at the possibles values of jxj.
1. jxj  (log 2)=
2. jxj  (log 2)= and r and r0 belong to the same interval.
In the above cases, we have an immediate result by Proposition 2.7.
3. jxj  (log 2)= and r0  R0  r.





























if   
Since R0=r
0  1  R0=r, we have our result. This also shows that (2.8) cannot hold for any
s < maxf1; =g.
We now study the general case of x0 2 B(x; r) and 0 < r0  r  diamX. This gives us






























As a direct consequence, we have the following Corollary:
Corollary 2.9 ([BBGS]). The measure  is doubling i.e.
(B(x; 2r)) . (B(x; r)):
2.5 Poincare inequality on the tree
We have shown that the tree is a metric measure space and that the measure on the tree is





when z; x 2 X and  is the geodesic from z to y and dXs denotes the arc length measure
with respect to the metric dX . In fact, in the setting of a tree, any geodesic connecting z
to y is a rectiable curve with endpoints z and y. This gives us the following Lemma which
will lead to the Poincare inequality on the tree.
Lemma 2.10 ([BBGS]). Let B = B(x; r) be a ball in X, and let z be dened as in Lemma







g(!)e( )j!j(fy 2 B : y  !g)d(!) (2.5)
Theorem 2.11 ([BBGS]). The space X supports a 1-Poincare inequality
Proof. To get to the Poincare inequality, we use (2.5) and the following estimate in [BBGS]
for ! 2 B = B(x; r) when j!j  jxj :




as well as Lemma 2.3. We estimate the measure of the downward half ball when y 2 B such
that y  !, depending on the values of r.





by using (2.6). From Lemma 2.3,
we get that (fy 2 B : y  !) . e( )j!jr which together with (2.5) gives
ˆ
B




Now, for r  e jxj=3, we obtain through the same process that
ˆ
B




which by the choice of r and of jzj as in Lemma 2.2 gives us again (2.7). We now use the fact
that the mean oscillation of a function on the ball is bounded by its oscillation with respect
to any constant to get
 
B
ju  uBj  2
 
B




where u(z) is constant on B. This gives us the 1-Poincare inequality for the tree and
concludes the proof.
A corollary of the above is the p-Poincare inequality.
Corollary 2.12 ([BBGS]). The space X supports a p-Poincare inequality
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The boundary of the tree
In this chapter, we will describe and study the properties of @X, the boundary of the tree X.
We refer to [BBGS] [BH], [Edg], [Pa], [Woe1] for the denitions and examples in this chapter.
We dene @X by completing X with respect to the metric dX . Equivalently, we can construct
the boundary as follows: a point  2 @X is identied with an innite geodesic in X starting
at the root 0. This geodesic is denoted by concatenation of vertices i.e.  = 0x1x2x3::: where
xi is a vertex in X at distance i from the root and xi+1 is a child of xi.
We dene the distance between points 2 points ;  2 @X as the length of the innite
geodesic [; ] between them, with respect to the metric dX . If this innite geodesic lies at
distance k from the root (i.e. in order to get from  to , we start from  and \climb up"
the tree till we reach the common parent to  and  which lies as distance k from the root,





e k. The restriction of the
metric dX to the boundary @X is called the visual metric on @X.
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gure 3: the boundary
The goal of this section is to identify the boundary with the innite geodesics. We will start
by dening more rigorously a general notion of boundary.
3.1 The visual boundary
We dene the boundary of a metric space X as the collection of equivalence classes of
geodesic rays in X where rays are equivalent if they are asymptotic. We will start by
dening asymptotic geodesic rays and then explain how the boundary is constructed.
Denition 3.1. A geodesic ray in a metric space X is an isometry
r : [0;1)! X:
We say that r(0) is the origin of r or that r starts at r(0).
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Two geodesics rays r1 : [0;1)! X and r2 : [0;1)! X are asymptotic if there exists a
constant C 2 R such that for all t  0, we have
dX(r1(t); r2(t))  C:
Note that in the case of a regular K-ary tree, we can say that a geodesic ray r is a path
that starts at any vertex and goes to innity without backtracking. Using the notations
in the previous chapter, r = x0x1::: such that xk 1 6= xk+1 8k 2 N and xk  xk+1. The
asymptoticity of geodesic rays is a very useful generalization to arbitrary metric spaces of
the notion of parallel lines in the Euclidean space. In order to better understand the notion
of geodesic rays, we give some examples:
1. In R, each point is the origin of exactly 2 geodesic rays which are not asymptotic.
2. Let X  R3 be the surface of revolution obtained by rotating around the z-axis the
subset   of the xz-plane dened as the union of the half line fx =  1; z  0g with
the ane segment joining (0; 1) to ( 1; 0). We equip X with the metric induced
from R3. In this space,   is the image of a geodesic ray r starting at (0; 1) and the
rays asymptotic to r are those obtained by composing r with the rotation around the
z-axis.
3. In an R-tree, 2 geodesic rays are asymptotic if and only if their images coincide up to
a compact segment, i.e. 9 t1; t2  0 such that r1([t1;1)) = r2([t2;1)). In particular,
two geodesic rays emanating from the same point are asymptotic if and only if they
are the same ray.
We are now ready to construct the boundary.
Denition 3.2. Let X be a geodesic metric space. For each point p 2 X, we consider the set
RpX of geodesic rays in X starting at p, equipped with the topology of uniform convergence
on compact sets in [0;1). We then associate to p the space @pX which is dened as the
quotient space of RpX by the equivalence relation that identies 2 geodesic rays if and only
if they are asymptotic. The space @pX, equipped with the quotient topology induced from
that of RpX, is called the visual boundary of X at p.
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We illustrate with some examples of visual boundaries:
1. If X = Rn, then for every p 2 X, the visual boundary @pX coincides with the space of
geodesic rays RpX and is homeomorphic to the sphere Sn 1.
2. When X is a regular K-ary tree, K  2, we have the canonical identication: RpX '
@pX for every p 2 X and this space is totally disconnected. This is because the tree is
a Busemann space where each equivalence class of geodesic rays originating at a given
point p is reduced to one element (see 3: in previous set of examples). We have seen
that the restriction of dX to @X is called the visual metric on @X. Combined with the
metric on the tree, we can dene the metric on X = X [ @X. In fact, we consider the
boundary where p = 0 is xed and look at the rays emanating from the root: Let y be
the common ancestor to x and  at distance k from the root. The distance from x to
 is given as follows:










(b) When x = y, i.e. x is on the geodesic from the root to , then k = jxj and we
have, d(x; ) = 1

e jxj which goes to 0 as x! .
3.2 Ultrametric spaces
We will now show that the boundary equipped with the uniformizing metric on the boundary
is an ultrametric space.
Denition 3.3. A metric space (Z; dZ) is an ultrametic space if for each triple of points
x; y; z 2 Z, we have
dZ(x; z)  maxfdZ(x; y); dZ(y; z)g:
The ultrametric property is called \the strong triangle inequality".
Lemma 3.4. The metric space (@X; dX) is an ultrametric space and consequently, for every
 2 @X; r > 0 and  2 (B(; r)), we have that B(; r) = B(; r): In other words, every point
in a given ball on the boundary is actually a center to this ball.
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Proof. We choose 3 points ; ;  2 @X and dene k; k1; k2 respectively as the number of
edges in the shortest path connecting the root 0 to the innite geodesic [; ]; [; ]; [; ].
Then, we have that k  fk1; k2g and we obtain that e k  maxfe k1 ; e k2g. Now, by
using the metric on the boundary,







and replacing it in the above, we get its ultrametric property:
dX(; )  maxfdX(; ); dX(; )g:
The last part of the lemma is a direct consequence of the ultrametric property. In fact, given
a point  2 @X and a distance r, the ball B(; r) is represented in an ultrametric tree by the
set of all leaves in the subtree descending from a certain vertex. Suppose  is an arbitrary
point in B(; r), then B(; r) is represented by the set of leaves in the subtree descending
from the unique vertex above  at level r. But, this vertex is the same as the one above 
at level r, giving us the same ball.
We follow Holly's exposition in [Ho] for a nice example of an ultrametric space visualized
as the tree of Qp, the eld of p-adic numbers. We will give some useful denitions to the
understanding of this example.
Denition 3.5. Let b 2 Q. We write b = r
s
pn where r; s; n 2 Z and p is a xed prime which
doesn't divide r or s. The p-adic norm on Q is dened by jbjp = 1pordp(b) where ordp(b) = n.
Note that when p is a prime, its p-adic norm decreases as its positive powers increase since
jpnjp = 1=pn. The p-adic metric on Q is the metric induced by the p-adic norm. We denote







for some n 2 Z; bk 2 f0; 1; :::; p   1g8k  n. We say that this series represents the p-adic
expansion of the number which is nite for positive integers and innite for negative integers
and many non-integers and converges under the p-adic metric.
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For the sake of simplicity, we will study the tree for Zp which is the completion of Zin
Qp with respect to the p-adic metric. The structure of the tree for Zp is as follows:
1. The levels or heights on the tree correspond to the dierent values of ordp(b).
2. The edges of the tree correspond to the choices of coecients bk in the p-adic expansion
of an integer.
3. The vertices are given by a truncated form of the p-adic expansion of an integer. For




4. The distance between any two integers corresponds to the distance from the root to
their common ancestor and is given by the p-adic distance.
5. Finally, the boundary corresponds to the innite sequences which are given by the
p-adic expansion of the integers as described before.
For an example and illustration of this tree under the 3-adic metric, see [Ho]. Since Zp
corresponds to the integers or the unit balls in Qp, another way to visualize the boundary of
the tree for Zp is with balls as we will explain in the next section. We refer to gure 4.
3.3 The measure on the boundary
We will show that there are 3 ways to get to the measure of the boundary. We will start by
dening the notions of Hausdor measure and Hausdor dimension.
Denition 3.6. Let F be a subset of S, a metric space, and Q 2 R+, then for any  > 0




Q : fBig is a -cover of F
o
.
By -cover, we mean a cover by ball with diameter less than . Let
HQ(F ) = lim
!0
HQ (F ):
This limit exists for all subsets of S, a metric space and is called the Q-dimensional Hausdor
measure of F .
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Denition 3.7. The value
Q = inffQ : HQ(F ) = 0g = supfQ : HQ(F ) =1g
such that
HQ(F ) =
8<: 1 if Q < dimHF0 if Q > dimHF
is called the Hausdor dimension of the set F and is denoted dimHF . If Q = dimHF ,
HQ(F ) may be zero or innite or may satisfy
0 < HQ(F ) <1:
The uniform measure  on the boundary of the tree @X is obtained by putting mass 1
uniformly on the vertices of level n in the tree and then taking weak limits as n!1. The
relation between Q-dimensional Hausdor measure and uniform measure on the boundary
will be explained in proof of following lemma.
Lemma 3.8. The boundary of the K-ary tree X, @X, equipped with the uniform measure 





This means that there exists a constant C > 0 such that
C 1rQ  (B(x; r))  CrQ
for every B  X with 0 < r < diam(X). Therefore,   HQ, the Q-dimensional Hausdor
measure.
Proof. Fix n 2 N. Since X is a K-ary tree, we have Kn descendants of the root at level
n. For each one of these Kn vertices, if we consider the geodesic rays from the root going
through it, these corresponds to a ball on the boundary. Any 2 points in these balls are
connected by an innite geodesic lying at distance at least n from the root and therefore the
ball has radius rn =
2

e n. Moreover, the balls corresponding to the dierent vertices are
all disjoint and lie at distance rn 1 from each other. This denes the boundary @X as the
union of these Kk disjoint open balls. Using the ultrametric property of the boundary @X
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which tells us that any point of a ball on the boundary is a center of this ball, we obtain
that (B(; rk)) = K
 k for every  2 @X. From the denitions of rk and Q, we obtain that
(B(; rk)) ' rQk : (3.1)














Any 0 < r < diam(@X) = 2

must satisfy that rk+1 < r  rk for some k 2 N. Because of
the discrete nature of the distances between points on boundary, the ball B(; r) is equal to
the ball B(; rk). We get the Hausdor condition (B(; rk)) = (B(; r)) ' rQk ' rQ. By
extension, for all measurable sets A  @X, we have that (A)  HQ(A) where HQ is the
normalized Q-dimensional Hausdor measure on the boundary.
gure 4: the boundary of a 3-ary tree
We can view the computation of the uniform measure on the boundary, following [Ba],
[BBGS][example 5.3], using the notion of similarity.
Denition 3.9. Let A be closed set in Y , a metric space. The transformations
Si : A! A; i = 1; :::;m; m  2
are called similarities, or contracting similarities if there exist constants 0 < ci < 1 such that
jSi(x)  Si(y)j = cijx  yj
for x; y 2 Y . The constant ci is called the ratio of Si.
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We identify K, the number of children of each vertex with K similarities going from the
tree X to a sub-tree, rooted at a child of the original root. When going from the tree to
the subtree, the length of each edge is multiplied by a similarity ratio of e . As such, the
boundary @X can be identied with a totally disconnected fractal regular set F where each
of the subtrees obtained are the \parts" of the fractal and all the distances are shrunk by
the similarity ratio. The projection of each subtree on the boundary corresponds to a ball.
As discussed above, we have geodesics passing through the root of each subtree which gives
every ball (B(; r)) on boundary diameter e kdiam(X) where k is the largest level of the
root of the subtree identied with this given ball. Note that the ball corresponding to the
original root is the whole boundary and has diameter 2=.







  ), we get that
(B(; r)) ' (diam B(; r))Q
with Q = logK= log , the Hausdor dimension of F , which is consistent with the proof of
the lemma above.
1. Now with K = 2 and  = log 3, we have a binary tree where at level n, each of the two
similarities has contraction ratio 3 n and we obtain the ternary Cantor set.
2. For K = 3 and  = log 3, we have a 3-ary tree where at level n, each on the three
similarities has contraction ratio 3 n and we obtain the Sierpinski dust: this is achieved
by splitting an equilateral triangle into 9 smaller congruent triangles and picking the
3 triangles containing the vertices of the original triangle and repeating these steps
recursively.
3. For K = 3 and  = log 2, we have a 3-ary tree where at level n, each on the three simi-
larities has contraction ratio 2 n and we obtain a snow-aked version of the Sierpinski
dust.
4. For K = 4 and  = log 4, we have a 4-ary tree where at level n, each on the four sim-
ilarities has contraction ratio 4 n and we obtain the one-dimensional Garnett-Ivanov
set also called the four corner set. This is achieved by splitting a square into 16
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smaller congruent squares and picking the 4 corner squares and repeating the process
recursively for each of the 4 corner squares obtained.
Each of these fractal sets can be mapped out as a K-ary tree with K vertices and
length of edges corresponding to the contraction ratio at that given level.
gure 5: the boundary as a fractal regular set
3.4 Random walks on the tree
Finally, we can get to the measure on the boundary through probabilistic notions.
A random process (Xi)i2N is a family of random variables where Xi denotes the position
of a particle at time i. It is a Markov chain if it satises the Markov condition:
P(Xn = sjX0 = x0; X1 = x1; :::; Xn 1 = xn 1) = P(Xn = sjXn 1 = xn 1)
One of the most encountered random processes is the random walk.
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Denition 3.10. A random walk on a graph G is a Markov chain on its set of vertices V
which means that 8no 2 N, conditionally on its present value Xn0, the future of the path
(Xn0+1; Xn0+2; :::) is independent of the past (X0; X1; :::; XN0). We denote the law of the
random walk starting at x0 (i.e. such that X0 = x0) by Px0 . The transition probabilities of
the random walk which correspond to the probabilities of transitioning from x to y in one
step will be denoted by
p1(x; y) := Px0(Xn+1 = yjXn = x):
A random walk is said to be a simple if at time i, a particle moves from its current position






if x  y
0 otherwise:
For any vertex x 2 V , we have that X
x;y
p(x; y) = 1:





where f is a function on the graph G. The Laplacian operator is then dened by
 = P   I;
where I is the identity operator.
We say that a function f on a G is harmonic if f = 0 or equivalently, with the above
denition, if Pf = f for all x 2 G.
Let pn(x; y) := Px(Xn = y); the probability to transition from x to y in exactly n steps




pn(x; y) 8 x; y 2 G:
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Starting at x, G(x; y) is the expected number of visits to the vertex y during the lifetime of
the random walk. Note that we can write G(x; x) in terms of px, the probability that the
random walk starting at x returns to x, at least once:
Px(returning exactly n times to x) = pnx (1  px); 8 n 2 N:
When px = 1; we have G(x; x) =1, and x is said to be recurrent. If px < 1; x is said to be




(n+ 1) pnx(1  px) =
1
1  px :
The points of a graph will either all be recurrent or they will all be transient. We can dene
de notions of recurrence and transience for a random walk as well.
Denition 3.11. A random walk (Xn) on a graph G is said to be transient if
Px(X1 = lim
n!1
Xn 2 @X) = 1 8x 2 G:
This means that eventually, (Xn) will permanently leave any nite subset of G. When this
is not the case, i.e. when
Px(Xn = y for innitely many n  0) = 1 8x; y 2 G;
the random walk is said to be recurrent.
We are interested in the simple forward random walk on the innite K-ary tree X which
is a particular case of the simple random walk for which the next position of a particle
is chosen uniformly among the children of the current vertex. In this case, the transition




and pn(x; y) = K
 n
when y is a descendant of x and 0 otherwise. By letting n!1, we get the uniform measure
on the boundary of the tree @X.
The forward random walk will always be transient. We would like to identify the uniform
measure on the boundary of the tree X with the harmonic measure on the boundary. In
order to do that, we will need the following denition:
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Denition 3.12. A function f on the set of vertices of X is called a ow if f  0 and for





These ows can be identied with positive Borel measures x on the boundary @X via
f(x) = x( 2 @X : x is an ancestor of ):(3.4)
A result in [LP], [LPP] states that we can identify equally splitting ows on X which in our
case corresponds to the uniform measure on the vertices with the harmonic measure 0 on
the boundary, where x is the hitting measure on the boundary from the converging random
trajectories starting at x. For more information on this topic, we refer to [Woe], [Woe1],
[LP], [LPP].
The Laplacian and corresponding harmonic functions are basic and important objects
associated to a graph and by extension to the space of the tree. They are closely connected
with an associated random walk, and the Markov chain dened by the transition probabilities
as we discussed above. This connection is given by boundary theory: In fact, suppose that
X is compactied with a boundary @X and that almost every trajectory of the random walk
converges to some point in @X. Then the Poisson formula gives us harmonic functions h on
X from any boundary value. It also gives a connection with the harmonic measure on the
boundary.
Theorem 3.13 (Poisson formula). Suppose that (Xn) denes a transient simple forward






where x is the harmonic measure, then h is harmonic with respect to P .
This is consistent with the result stated above where x represent the ow functions.
The converse of the above is the Fatou Lemma, see [Mou]. Note that studying harmonic
functions on graphs are also relevant to electrical network theory. In fact, if we let each edge
correspond to 1 Ohm resistance, then by Kircho's laws, we nd that the passive currents
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are exactly the dierentials of harmonic functions f which belong to the space of Dirichlet
nite functions. We refer to [LP] for a nice exposition on this topic.
We now discuss the connection between the visual boundary dened previously which





for y 2 V:
These kernels are harmonic everywhere but at y and we want to send this singularity to
innity. In order to do this, we consider the sequence (yn); n 2 N such that the sequence
of functions (Kyn); n 2 N converges pointwise to a harmonic function on V . The Martin
boundary is dened as the quotient space of these sequences by the equivalence relation
(yn)  (y0n) when limn!1Kyn  Ky0n = 0:
When comparing the geometric boundary to the Martin boundary, one is able to see
that the geodesic rays dene a point of the Martin boundary. We identify the set of vertices
with the set of normalized Green kernels and the Martin boundary with the set of limit
harmonic functions and equip these sets with the topology of pointwise convergence. This
gives us a new compactication of V which is called the Martin compactication. With this
topology, the sequences (Kyn); n 2 N converge to the point of the Martin boundary which
they represent.
A theorem by Cartier (see [Mou]) gives the following result:
Theorem 3.14. For a transient tree, the Martin compactication coincides with the Ge-
ometric compactication. Furthermore, all the points belonging to the Martin boundary are
extremal.
As a corollary, we have the Poisson formula stated above.
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Chapter 4
Besov space and Trace / Extension on
trees
The goal of this chapter is to show that if a function u on X - a regular K-ary tree - is
well behaved, then it has a trace on @X and that a function on @X has an extension on
X, by using Besov spaces. Natural functions on the tree X that have a trace on @X are
the Lipschitz functions. They are analogue to continuous functions and have a trace on the
boundary because of the property of Cauchy sequences. In fact, on the tree X, sequences
assigned to vertices will be Cauchy so Lipschitz functions will take sequences of vertices to
Cauchy sequences of values meaning the limit along the rays going to the boundary exists.
We will start by reviewing some useful denitions for this chapter. Most of the material for
this chapter follows from [BBGS]. Recall the denitions in section 1:3:
Theorem 4.1 (Trace/Extension theorem on Rn). Let 1 < p <1 and let f be a measurable
function on Rn. The following conditions are equivalent :
1. There is a function u 2 W 1;p(Rn+1) such that f is the trace of u.
2. f 2 B1 (1=p)p;p (Rn).
3.
´
Rn [jhj (1 (1=p))kf(x+ h)  f(x)kp]p dhjhjn <1.
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4.1 Besov spaces
Denition 4.2. Let f : @X ! R . Let  denote the normalized Q-dimensional Hausdor




















The Besov space Bp;q(@X) consists of all f 2 Lp(@X) for which this semi-norm is nite.
Note the analogy of Ep(f; t) in the above denition to the modulus of continuity in the
case of Rn. In this section, we only deal with Besov spaces for which p=q. The expression
kfk ~Bp;p(@X) := kfkLp(@X) + kfkBp;p(@X)
denes a norm on Bp;p(@X):
4.2 Trace Theorem on trees and proof





and measure on X:
d(x) = e jxjdjxj
We have seen that the Newtonian space N1;p(X) is dened as the collection of functions for












where g = gf is the minimal p-weak upper gradient of f 2 N1;p(X).
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Theorem 4.3 (Trace Theorem [BBGS]). Assume  > logK and p  1. Then for every 
satisfying 0 <   1   logK
p"
, there is a bounded linear trace operator,
Tr : N1;p(X)! Bp;p(@X)
such that for f 2 N1;p(X),





Furthermore, for Lipschitz functions f : X ! R, we have that Trf = f j@X .
Proof. Let f 2 N1;p(X), We begin by showing that the trace
Trf := ~f




taken along the geodesic ray [0; ] and that this limit exists for -a.e.  2 @X.
We choose an arbitrary  2 @X, denote by xj = xj() its ancestor with jxjj = j, and let
fn() = f(xn()) and show that fn is Cauchy in L
p(@X) and therefore has a limit ~f 2 Lp(@X)
and a subsequence which converges to ~f for -a.e.  2 @X.
Let rj = 2=e
 j as in the previous chapter and recall that ds = e jxjdx = e ( )jxjd(x)
which gives us the following approximation on the edge [xj; xj 1],




We x n 2 N and let m  n be arbitrary. We rst get an estimate for jf(xm)   f(xn)j.
In the second inequality, we use the denition of the upper gradient and then the above
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We have that ([xj; xj+1]) =
´ j+1
j





















































































































































where we used the properties of the geometric sequence to obtain rj = rne
(n j)". From here,
it follows that











We now integrate the above over all  2 @X and use Fubini's theorem to getˆ
@X






























































We used the notation E(x) = f 2 @X :  > xg and j(x) is the largest integer such that
j(x) 6 jxj. For every x, the only term that appears in the sum is the one with j = j(x) and
1[xj();xj+1()](x) is non zero only if j  jxj  j+1 and x < . We also used Lemma 3.8 which
gives us that (E(x)) . rQj(x) and p  "   +Q > 0 by the choice of  < p  p   + logK .
Since rn . e n, the right hand side of the last inequality goes to zero as n!1.
Hence, we showed that the sequence of functions fn() = f(xn()) is Cauchy in the L
p
norm on @X. By the completeness of Lp(@X), it converges to a function ~f 2 Lp(@X). As a
consequence, there is a subsequence which converges to ~f almost everywhere on @X.
By letting n = 0, we also get thatˆ
@X










k ~f()kLp(@X)  jf(0)j+ CkgfkLp(X):
We now estimate k ~f()kBp;p(@X). Fixing n and taking mk such that f(mk)! ~f a.e., we get
for    a:e: 2 @X,












By taking  2 @X such that dX(; ) = rn and replacing xj = xj() by the ancestor yj of ,
where xn = yn is the common ancestor at level n, we get a similar estimate for . Combining
the estimates for  and for , we obtain















where n = n(; )    log("dX(; )=2) is the level of the largest common ancestor of  and





































We again use the fact that n = n(; ) which depends on  and  . The roles of  and 
are symmetric in the above formula, therefore it suces to estimate the expression with the
integral over [xj; xj+1]. We write @X =
S1
n=0 An where An = f 2 @X : dX(; ) = rng and
use Lemma 3.8 which gives (An) . rQn . We recall that 1[xj();xj+1()](x) is non zero only if
n 6 j  jxj  j + 1 and x <  and that the edge [xj(); xj+1()] belongs to the geodesic ray



















































































where we used the denition of the set E(x) given above. Choosing  < p and using the




n  r p+j(x) . Now again, since by















4.3 Extension Theorem on trees and proof
Theorem 4.4 (Extension Theorem [BBGS]). Let X be a regular K-ary tree with the metric
dX and the measure . Let p  1. Suppose that
  1     logK
p
and  > 0: (4.3)
Then there is a bounded linear extension operator
Ext : Bp;p(@X)! N1;p(X)
such that for u 2 Bp;p; we have Tr(Ext(u)) = u  a.e. where Tr is the trace operator
constructed in the Trace theorem. Furthermore, for  a.e.  2 @X and a geodesic  in X
terminating at , we have limt!1Ext(u)((t)) = u(): Moreover, with ~u = Ext(u), we have
kg~ukLp(X) . kukBp;p(@X)
k~ukN1;p(X) . kukLp(@X) + kukB
p;p(@X)
=kuk ~Bp;p(@X)
Note also that if , u 2 Bp;p(@X) is continuous, then we have, Tr(Ext(u)) = u everywhere.









and  2 @X is any descendant of x. Recall that the ball B(; rn) consists
of all points in @X that have x as an ancestor. In other words, the geodesics connecting
the root 0 to these points pass through x. The function ~u was only dened on vertices until
now. We now dene ~u on any point along the edges as well.
Given x 2 X, and letting y 2 X be a child of x, we extend ~u to the edge [x; y] by the
following steps:
1. By the ultrametric property of @X , every point in the ball B(; rn) is a center of this
ball. We can then choose  2 @X such that  is a descendant of x and of y as well.








~u(t) = ~u(x) + g~u(t)dX(x; t)
i.e g~u is constant and ~u is linear with respect to the metric dX on the edge [x; y]. Note
that by denition of the upper gradient, it follows that g~u is the minimal upper gradient
of ~u on the edge [x; y].
With this denition, ~u is continuous and can be approximated by piecewise constant and












whenever  2 @X is a Lebesgue point.











Note that  can be replaced by any choice of  2 B(; rn), by the ultrametric property of
@X.
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The next step is to sum over all edges in X connecting vertices at level n to vertices at











We now sum over all n 2 N and write jun()   un+1()j  jvn()j + jvn+1()j where

















































' e(p  (p Q))n  C 8n 2 N. This is satised when p   ( Q)  0




Now using the above and the p-Poincare inequality in Corollary 2.8 which holds for for
~u 2 L1(X) and incorporating it in the denition of k~ukN1;p(X) = k~ukLp(@X) + infg~u kg~ukLp we
obtain the desired result:
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